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The View Ahead:
A Report from Snowmass 2021
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Planning for 
US High-

Energy Physics 
The 

“Snowmass/P5 
Process”
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The last “Snowmass” occurred in 2013

A year-long  community-wide effort, 
culminating with

“Snowmass on the Mississippi”
July 29 – August 6, 2013

(~700 in-person participants)
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“Particle Physics Project Prioritization Panel”
(P5)

A subpanel of HEPAP (DOE and NSF)

essential inputs to P5

Snowmass 2013 highly successful:
(Report by December 2013)

https://www.slac.stanford.edu/econf/C1307292/
The year-long process laid out a roadmap 

for great science opportunities,  
resulted in broad community buy-in.

• Projects prioritized according to funding scenarios  
• Science research directions in HEP 
• Federal funding profile for the current and near-future projects in the decade. 
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P5 Report, May 2014

 Report of the Particle Physics Project Prioritization Panel (P5) May 2014

Building for Discovery
Strategic Plan for U.S. Particle Physics in the Global Context

Distilled from the Snowmass 2013 inputs,
five Science Drivers for the field: 

Report of the Particle Physics Project Prioritization Panel v

Particle physics explores the fundamental constituents of mat-
ter and energy. It reveals the profound connections underlying 
everything we see, including the smallest and the largest struc-
tures in the Universe. The field is highly successful. Investments 
have been rewarded recently with discoveries of the heaviest 
elementary particle (the top quark), the tiny masses of neutri-
nos, the accelerated expansion of the Universe, and the Higgs 
boson. Current opportunities will exploit these and other dis-
coveries to push the frontiers of science into new territory at 
the highest energies and earliest times imaginable. For all these 
reasons, research in particle physics inspires young people to 
engage with science. 

Particle physics is global. The United States and major players 
in other regions can together address the full breadth of the 
field’s most urgent scientific questions if each hosts a unique 
world-class facility at home and partners in high-priority facil-
ities hosted elsewhere. Strong foundations of international 
cooperation exist, with the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at 
CERN serving as an example of a successful large international 
science project. Reliable partnerships are essential for the suc-
cess of international projects. Building further international 
cooperation is an important theme of this report, and this 
perspective is finding worldwide resonance in an intensely 
competitive field.

Choices are required. Ideas for excellent new projects far exceed 
what can be executed with currently available resources. The 
U.S. must invest purposefully in areas that have the biggest 
impacts and that make most efficient use of limited resources. 
Since the 2008 Particle Physics Project Prioritization Panel 
(P5) report, two major U.S. particle physics facilities have ter-
minated operations, and inflation-adjusted funding in the U.S. 
for particle physics has continued to decline. In addition, pri-
marily because of earlier strong investments, landmark dis-
coveries have been made that inform choices for future direc-
tions. A new P5 panel was therefore charged to provide “an 
updated strategic plan for the U.S. that can be executed over 
a ten-year timescale, in the context of a twenty-year global 
vision for the field.” The Charge calls for planning under two 
specific budget Scenarios, reflecting current fiscal realities, as 
well as for an additional unconstrained Scenario. 

Snowmass, the yearlong community-wide study, preceded the 
formation of our new P5. A vast number of scientific opportu-
nities were investigated, discussed, and summarized in 
Snowmass reports. We distilled those essential inputs into five 
intertwined science Drivers for the field:

• Use the Higgs boson as a new tool for discovery

• Pursue the physics associated with neutrino mass 

• Identify the new physics of dark matter

• Understand cosmic acceleration: dark energy and inflation

•  Explore the unknown: new particles, interactions,  
and physical principles.

The vision for addressing these Drivers with a prioritized set 
of projects, including their approximate timescales and how 
they fit together, was developed using a set of selection criteria. 
The Drivers, which are intertwined, are not prioritized. Instead, 
the prioritization is in the selection and timing of the specific 
projects, which are categorized as large, medium, or small based 
on the construction costs to the particle physics program.

To enable an optimal program, given recent scientific results 
and funding constraints, and using our criteria, we recommend 
some projects not be implemented, others be delayed, and 
some existing efforts be reduced or terminated. Having made 
these choices, the field can move forward immediately with a 
prioritized, time-ordered program, which is summarized in Table 1 
and includes the following features:

• The enormous physics potential of the LHC, which will be 
entering a new era with its planned high-luminosity upgrades, 
will be fully exploited. The U.S. will host a world-leading neutrino 
program that will have an optimized set of short- and long-base-
line neutrino oscillation experiments, and its long-term focus 
is a reformulated venture referred to here as the Long Baseline 
Neutrino Facility (LBNF). The Proton Improvement Plan-II (PIP-II) 
project at Fermilab will provide the needed neutrino physics 
capability. To meet budget constraints, physics needs, and read-
iness criteria, large projects are ordered by peak construction 
time: the Mu2e experiment, the high-luminosity LHC upgrades, 
and LBNF.

 Executive Summary

• 29 recommendations
• Projects prioritized according to 

funding scenarios  

As a result, highly impactful on the
• Directions/achievements in HEP 
• Federal funding profile
for the current and near-future 
projects in the decade. 
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And then, after P5, it’s important to work together 
for the whole program in a unified manner.

Andy Lankford, 9/2014



Briefing materials updated yearly … used in 
UEC/SLUO/USLUO yearly DC trips

• https://www.usparticlephysics.org

• Every year, working with DPF, and 
Users Groups, and others, materials 
about the whole field are developed 
and updated for interactions with 
decision makers in Washington and 
elsewhere.
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The “results” of the last Snowmass/P5 
process  and follow-up were good!

JoAnne Hewett, HEPAP Chair 8



Note Text from the “Chips and Science Act”:
• Further Activities.--Section 305 of the Department of Energy Research and Innovation Act (42 U.S.C. 

18645) (as amended by subsection (c)), is amended by adding at the end the following: ``(g) Facility 
Construction and Major Items of Equipment.–

• ``(1) Projects.--Consistent with the Office of Science's project management practices, the Director 
shall, to the maximum extent practicable, by incorporating the findings and 
recommendations of the 2014 Particle Physics Project Prioritization Panel (P5) report 
entitled `Building for Discovery', support construction or fabrication of–

• ``(A) an international Long-Baseline Neutrino Facility based in the United States; 
• ``(B) the Proton Improvement Plan II; 
• ``(C) Second Generation Dark Matter experiments; 
• ``(D) the Legacy Survey of Space and Time camera; 
• ``(E) upgrades to detectors and other components of the Large Hadron Collider; and 
• ``(F) the Cosmic Microwave Background Stage 4 project; and `
• `(G) other high priority projects recommended in the most recent report of the Particle Physics Project 

Prioritization Panel of the High Energy Physics Advisory Panel.
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P5 9 Years in: Many projects 
completed/in progress
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Harriet Kung
Deputy Director
DOE Office of Science



We’ve succeeded … time for a new plan

JoAnne Hewett 11



Snowmass 2021
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Community 
Summer Study 
(CSS) and 
Workshop

• Community Planning Meeting on Oct 5-8, 2020 (Official planned start) 

• Snowmass Day (post-pause restart): September 24, 2021

• Snowmass Community Summer Study started ( July 17, 2022) Home Page 
for Seattle, July 17-26, 2022
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https://seattlesnowmass2021.net/registration
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Snowmass 2021 organization
10 Frontiers 80 Topical Groups

Energy Frontier
Higgs Boson properties and couplings, Higgs Boson as a portal to new physics, Heavy flavor and top quark physics, 
EW Precision Phys. & constraining new phys., Precision QCD, Hadronic structure and forward QCD, Heavy Ions, 
Model specific explorations, More general explorations, Dark Matter at colliders

Frontiers in Neutrino Physics
Neutrino Oscillations, Sterile Neutrinos, Beyond the SM, Neutrinos from Natural Sources, Neutrino Properties, 
Neutrino Cross Sections, Nuclear Safeguards and Other Applications, Theory of Neutrino Physics, Artificial Neutrino 
Sources, Neutrino Detectors

Frontiers in Rare Processes & 
Precision Measurements

Weak Decays of b and c, Strange and Light Quarks, Fundamental Physics and Small Experiments. Baryon and Lepton 
Number Violation, Charged Lepton Flavor Violation, Dark Sector at Low Energies, Hadron spectroscopy

Cosmic Frontier
Dark Matter: Particle-like, Dark Matter: Wave-like, Dark Matter: Cosmic Probes, Dark Energy & Cosmic Acceleration: 
The Modern Universe, Dark Energy & Cosmic Acceleration: Cosmic Dawn & Before, Dark Energy & Cosmic 
Acceleration: Complementarity of Probes and New Facilities

Theory Frontier
String theory, quantum gravity, black holes, Effective field theory techniques, CFT and formal QFT, Scattering 
amplitudes, Lattice gauge theory, Theory techniques for precision physics, Collider phenomenology, BSM model 
building, Astro-particle physics and cosmology, Quantum information science, Theory of Neutrino Physics

Accelerator Frontier
Beam Physics and Accelerator Education, Accelerators for Neutrinos, Accelerators for Electroweak and Higgs 
Physics, Multi-TeV Colliders, Accelerators for Physics Beyond Colliders & Rare Processes, Advanced Accelerator 
Concepts, Accelerator Technology R&D: RF, Magnets, Targets/Sources

Instrumentation Frontier Quantum Sensors, Photon Detectors, Solid State Detectors & Tracking, Trigger and DAQ, Micro Pattern Gas 
Detectors, Calorimetry, Electronics/ASICS, Noble Elements, Cross Cutting and System Integration, Radio Detection

Computational Frontier Experimental Algorithm Parallelization, Theoretical Calculations and Simulation, Machine Learning, Storage and 
processing resource access (Facility and Infrastructure R&D), End user analysis

Underground Facilities and 
Infrastructure Frontier

Underground Facilities for Neutrinos, Underground Facilities for Cosmic Frontier, Underground Detectors

Community Engagement Frontier Applications & Industry, Career Pipeline & Development, Diversity & Inclusion, Physics Education, Public Education 
& Outreach, Public Policy & Government Engagement

Broad coverage and connection to global science community!

30 Frontier conveners, ~250 Topical Group conveners, 

>40 Inter-Frontier Liaisons, ~25 Early Career Liaisons.

Snowmass Early Career to represent early career members and promote their engagement in the Snowmass 2021 process; 
to build a long-term HEP early career community
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Community Summer Study (CSS): Snowmass 2021
July 17 – 26, 2022 @ UW – Seattle
http://seattlesnowmass2021.net

Covid Cases: ~35 15



Output of Snowmass – referenced at PAQS

Prisca Cushman, UMinn, DPF Chair 2019 16
We are grateful for the large number of international
particpants – including many from India!

548

(Plus 2 additional reports…)

COMPLETED Jan 2023



Snowmass Proceedings
• https://www.slac.stanford.edu/econf/C210711/

LISHEP 2023-JB09/03/23
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On to P5

JoAnne Hewett

Next P5 chair:

18

(P5)



Hitoshi’s Snowmass take aways…

19Murayama, P5 Process Talk, LBNL Town Hall Feb. 22



Considerations for Next P5

(Harriet Kung) 20

Note added – recent good funding news:

IRA - $304M APPROPRIATION to HEP

CHIPS and Science Act – recommends 
increases to NSF/DOE 



Holistic View Large-scale projects

21Murayama, P5 Process Talk, LBNL Town Hall Feb. 22



P5 Budget Scenarios …

22

(Less than inflation…)

“Chips and Science”:
($1.17B FY23)
$1.29B FY24 (+10%)
+11% FY25
+5% FY26
+3.7% FY27 to $1.55B
(+3% each FY28-FY33)

From DOE/NSF P5 Charge Letter, Nov. 2, 2022



But wait, there’s 
more…
International 
Benchmarking 
Subpanel &
NAS Elementary 
Particle Physics 2024 
(EPP 2024)
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Personal
Observations

24



Lessons from 
the Last 

Snowmass/P5 
Process

• Collaboration with our agency (DOE and NSF) and global 
partners is essential.

• A coherent and balanced plan is essential.
• Across “subfields”
• Small, Medium, and Large Experiments
• Fund “enabling” subfields
• Research and Projects?

• A consistent message from our community is helpful.
There continues to be strong support for carrying through 
on the elements of the previous plan: HL-LHC, Dune Phase 
1, LSST/Vera Rubin, etc.

The last plan succeeded – and the elements of a new 
successful plan exist!
New plan can only succeed with demonstrated community 
support.
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“NEW” 
issues we 

must 
address…

• Balance support for projects and R&D (Kung: “holistic” 
approach)
• Theory, Accelerator, Detectors
• R&D trains and supports students and postdocs … the 

future of US HEP
• Mix of short-term and long-term, small, medium, and large, 

projects.
• Need a continuous stream of opportunities for young 

scientists, even though the time-scales of our large 
projects continue to increase!

• We need sustained and impactful outreach to the public and 
to government engagement, to create excitement and justify 
support.

• Address the (lack of) Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion in our 
field.
• If US particle physics is to be healthy in 10 years, let alone 

for the balance of the century, we must do a better job of 
including people from all backgrounds.
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Probable 
events that 

we must 
be prepared 

for …

• The Electron-Ion Collider is highest priority for Nuclear 
Physics … “authorization” for construction funding was 
included in the “Chips and Science Act”.
• The EIC will likely be the next big collider in the US –

how can HEP collaborate with nuclear physics so EIC 
construction is a stepping stone to a potential new HEP 
collider in the US?

• CERN preparations for FCC-ee, with an eye toward FCC-hh, 
continue. A formal decision to proceed could come within 
the next five years.
• What role will the US play, and how should this be 

integrated into US plans for a future collider – and how 
will we decide whether to join?
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The next few 
years could be 
very bumpy …

• Overall, HEP did very well in 2022:
• FY23 DOE HEP Office of Science Appropriation $1.17B 

(+8% from FY22)
• FY23 NSF Appropriation $9.87B (+12%, but core 

research “at least level”?)
• $304M one-time HEP appropriation in “Inflation 

Reduction Act”
• “Chips and Science” authorizes $1.29B for FY23, and 

continuing increases beyond.

• BUT: How will budgets fare under the new Congress?
• Continuing resolution may be one outcome ... might 

leave funding levels at the authorized FY23 levels.
• Some in Congress are asking for a roll-back to FY22 

levels (-8% from FY23)…
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What can you 
do?

• Participate in the P5 Process – upcoming opportunities
• BNL (Energy, Instrumentation, Computation), Apr. 12-

14
• SLAC (Underground, Accelerator, Theory, Community 

Engagement) May 3-5
• Virtual Town Halls: weeks of May 15, June 5, and June 

26

• Try to view US particle physics as a whole…
• Consider the output of P5 and, hopefully, show your 

support.
• Join DPF and APS

• DPF is the only organization that represents US HEP as 
a whole.
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Snowmass 
Summary and 

Outlook

• The Seattle meeting was a success, with a large in-person 
and remote presentation, with a total of over 1300 
participants.
• The US HEP community showed great commitment 

and resilience to complete the process to this point –
and did so in the face of great challenges!

• Snowmass Report complete, we’ve handed off to P5.

• We expect that we will emerge from this 2022/23 
Snowmass/P5 process with a program that will enable us 
to do great physics and will have the same or higher level 
of community support than we achieved in 2013/14.
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Backup: Snowmass Conclusions
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Large Projects: Neutrino Frontier

32

Neutrino Frontier Message
§ A future program with a healthy breadth and balance of physics 

topics, experiment sizes, and timescales, supported via a 
dedicated, deliberate, and ongoing funding process, is highly 
desirable.

§ Completion of existing experiments and execution of DUNE in its 
full scope are critical for addressing NF science drivers

§ To exploit these new opportunities directed R&D needs to be 
supported.

§ Strong and continued support for neutrino theory is needed.
§ There are unique opportunities for NF to contribute to leadership 

of a cohesive, HEP-wide strategic approach to DEI and community 
engagement, which is urgently needed.

Joel Butler



Energy Frontier
It is essential to
• Complete the LHC and  HL-LHC program,
• Start now a targeted program for detector R&D for Higgs Factories

• Support a fast start of the construction of a Higgs factory
• Ensure the long-term viability of the field by developing a multi-TeV 

energy frontier facility such as a muon or  hadron collider.
• The US EF community has a renewed interest and ambition to bring 

back energy-frontier collider physics to US soil while maintaining its 
international collaborative partnerships and obligations, e.g. with 
CERN.
• A US-sited linear e+e- collider (ILC/CCC) (Cold Copper Collider)

• Exploring other e+e- collider options to fully utilize the Fermilab site
• I sense that elements of the  community at Snowmass are  frustrated by a timeline 

which now appears to produce the next new collider about 25 years from now
• Hosting a 10-TeV range Muon Collider

• Instrumenting uncovered parts of phase space in ATLAS and CMS (e.g. 
Faser, Mathusla) provides a “mid-scale” addition to the program and 
new opportunities for innovation and leadership

33

Joel Butler



Cosmic Frontier/Dark Matter
• The space of dark matter models encompasses a dizzying array of possibilities, 

representing many orders of mass and couplings. 
• But there is a plan: ‘Delve Deep, Search Wide’ employs a range of direct searches 

for WIMPs interacting with targets on Earth, indirect searches for annihilation 
products, and cosmic probes based on structure, to scrutinize priority targets such 
as WIMPs and QCD axions, while broadly scanning parameter space, leaving no 
stone unturned.

34

§ The next big project is CMB-S4
§ Endorsed as a “start” by P5 in 

2014
§ Has CD-0 from DOE

§ 2022-2036: Build and operate 
CMB-S4 (current large project)

§ 2024: Target date for CD-0 for 
Spec-S5 (next large project)

§ 2029: Begin CD process for LIM, 
GWO (future large project)

Joel Butler



Rare Processes and 
Precision Measurements Frontier
• B- physics: 

• Strong support for US participation in LHCb and its next upgrade, Upgrade II.
• Strong support for continued participation in BELLE

• Beam dump searches for Dark Matter
• Possible light quark physics experiments, e.g. REDTOP
• Possible  Muon Facility (AMF) at FNAL

• Would employ PIP-II and additional machine upgrades to enable a world-leading facility to 
study Charged Lepton Flavor Violation in all three muon modes: µ-Nà e-N; µàeg; and 
µà3e
• Two new small rings for µ-Nà e-N  and µ-Nà e+N’ and at high-Z and additional  x100 in rate 
• x100-1000 more beam for µàeg and µà3e than are possible at PSI 
• a possible DM experiment 

• possible muonium-antimuonium oscillation experiment 
• possible atomic physics studies with muonia
• possible muon EDM experiment

35

Would like the PHYSICS of FLAVOR to be a SIXTH “DRIVER”

Joel Butler



Overview of the Large Scale Projects For the Four Experimental Physics 
Frontiers

36

Joel Butler



Theory Frontier
• Support the essential role of theory similar to (and at least 

as strong as) recommended by the European Strategy 
Update, both in relation to projects and in its own right.
• Support for a balanced program of Projects and 

Research, as both are essential to the health of the field.
• Support for people, especially early career, who are the 

key “infrastructure” of Research.
• Support for targeted funding advancing the physics 

goals. (E.g. LQCD Project, LHC Theory Initiative, Neutrino 
Theory Network, QIS, AI/ML, Exascale Computing Project, 
SciDAC…) 37

Joel Butler



Accelerator Frontier
• To enable the near-to medium-term future, AF needs

1. An integrated National Future Collider R&D Program in OHEP 
to engage in the design and to coordinate development of the 
next generation collider projects such as: ILC, CLIC, FCC-ee, 
CCC/HELEN, a multi-TeV Muon Collider,  or hadron collider. 

• To enable medium- and long-term future, we an active 
R&D program in labs and universities aimed at general 
accelerator R&D that is critical in developing 
technologies and options for future HEP accelerators 
(but does not develop accelerator proposals), e.g.
1. General Accelerator R&D (GARD)
2. Accelerator and Test facilities 

38

Joel Butler



Computational Frontier
• With the end of the Moore’s Law era, we will be using accelerators 

(GPUs, FPGAs, Vector units), parallelism within events, common 
systems, High Performance Computing Centers for production
• There will be many changes

• CompF recommends the creation of a standing Coordinating Panel 
for Software and Computing (CPSC) under the auspices of DPF
mirroring the panel for advanced detectors (CPAD) established in 
2012
• Promote, coordinate, and assist the HEP community on Software and Computing, 

working with scientific collaborations, grassroots organizations, institutes and centers, 
community leaders, and funding agencies on the evolving HEP Software and Computing 
needs of experimental, observational, and theoretical aspects of the HEP programs. The 
scope should include research, development, maintenance, and user support.’

• Long-term development, maintenance, and user support of essential software packages 
cutting across project or discipline boundaries is largely unsupported.

• Research and development (R&D) for software and computing cutting across project or 
discipline boundaries receive insufficient support.

• Scarcity of personnel and expertise jeopardizes the ability for full and optimal use of 
heterogeneous and high performance computing (HPC) resources

39

Joel Butler



Instrumentation  Frontier 
• Double the US Detector R&D budget over the next five years and modify existing 

funding models to enable R&D Consortia along critical key technologies for the 
planned long term science projects, sustaining the support for such collaborations 
for the needed duration and scale
• CERN RD Collaborations for targeted and coordinated detector R&D wildly successful. We 

recommend the establishment of a similar model of R&D Consortia  in the US, 

• Advance performance limits of existing technologies and push new techniques and 
materials

• Develop and maintain the critical and diverse technical workforce, and enable 
careers for technicians, engineers and scientists across disciplines working in HEP 
instrumentation, at laboratories and universities

• Expand and sustain support for blue-sky, table-top RD, and seed funding. 
• Develop and maintain critical facilities, centers and capabilities for the sharing of 

common knowledge and tools, as well as develop and maintain close connections 
with international technology roadmaps, other disciplines and industry.

40

Joel Butler



Community Engagement Frontier
• Major Goals

• It is critical that we all agree on the importance of everyone 
working together in CEF to organize and develop our ongoing 
CE efforts in a coherent manner focused on improving our 
HEP community and achieving the vision we are defining for 
our field.

• A structure must be established within HEP for taking 
ownership and responsibility for implementing CEF 
recommendations and monitoring their progress across the 
entire field.

• Structural Change
• All stakeholders form a P5-equivalent panel to shepherd CEF 

recommendations
• Must have direct connection to multiple streams of resources
• As opposed to P5: agencies fund/implement projects, so P5 lives 

within DOE/NSF
• Review CEF Integration in Snowmass

• Perhaps do major work on field-wide CEF planning 
asynchronously, enhance participation

• Other Frontiers could still report on CEF activities during 
Snowmass

41

By far the most disturbing problem the conveners encountered was the 
extremely low participation in CEF by members of our field. 

Nevertheless, significant work was 
done over a very wide range of 
topics: 
§ Applications and Industry
§ Career Pipeline and development
§ Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
§ Physics Education
§ Public Education and Outreach
§ Public Policy and Government 

Engagement
§ Environmental and Societal 

Impacts (sustainability)

Joel Butler



Underground Frontier
• Neutrinos, rare processes, and cosmic frontier experiments and enabling 

R&D require more space than available
• Leverage the LBNF excavation enterprise to increase underground space 

at SURF in a timely and cost-effective way to allow the US to compete for 
siting next generation WIMP dark matter experiments

• Make SURF an SDSTA-managed DOE User Facility to foster cross-cutting 
underground science in the US

• Invest in the diversity of people and expertise required for the design, 
installation, integration, and operations of this increasingly complex 
program

42

Joel Butler



Some High-level Conclusions - I
• The science questions that HEP seeks to answer continue to be the ones identified 

in the 2013 Snowmass Report and so eloquently and succinctly summarized by P5 in 
the formulation of its  Five HEP Science Drivers. These five drivers have guided US 
HEP for nearly a decade with great success. There was a consensus in Snowmass 
that these  drivers were still relevant for the next decade. 
• There was a suggestion that the physics of flavor, currently included under the fifth driver, be 

more specifically recognized given the current tensions between recent results in this area and 
the Standard Model. An assessment of the current and projected status of HEP relative to the 
P5 Drivers is given below. 

• The portfolio of projects should continue to include a healthy breadth and balance 
of physics topics, experiment sizes and timescales, supported via a dedicated, 
robust, ongoing funding process.

• Completion of existing experiments and operation of DUNE and the HL-LHC 
programs, priorities of the 2104 P5 are critical for addressing the science drivers for 
the near term and for much of the next two decades.

• Strong, robust support for the research program is essential to analyze the data 
from the existing and planned experiments, plan upgrades and future programs and 
projects, and educate the next generations of researchers and technical experts. 

• Strong and continued support for formal theory, phenomenology and 
computational theory is needed, as are stronger, targeted efforts connecting theory 
to experiment. 
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Joel Butler



Some High-level Conclusions - II
• Both R&D directed to specific future projects and generic research 

needs to be supported in critical enabling technologies such as 
accelerators, instrumentation/detectors and computation, and in 
new ones such as quantum science and machine learning.

• An overall strategy, with overarching goals, for HEP engagement with 
five interrelated communities: HEP itself and the broader academic 
community, K-postdoc education, private industry, government 
policy makers, and the broader society, should be formulated. A 
structure for achieving these goals should be provided, along with 
the necessary resources, should be provided. 

• The HEP community should institute a broad array of practices 
programs to reach and retain the diverse talent pool needed for 
success in achieving our scientific vision.

• A cohesive, strategic approach to promoting diversity, equity and 
inclusion in high-energy physics, and to improving community 
outreach and engagement, is required

44
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